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# List of Abbreviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Anterior Chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-IOL</td>
<td>Anterior Chamber Intraocular Lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK</td>
<td>Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-OCT</td>
<td>Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA</td>
<td>Best Corrected Visual Acuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSS</td>
<td>Balanced Salt Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>Central Corneal Thickness [μm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV</td>
<td>Cytomegalovirus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALK</td>
<td>Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLEK</td>
<td>Deep Lamellar Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Descemet Membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAEK</td>
<td>Descemet Membrane Automated Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEK</td>
<td>Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSAEK</td>
<td>Descemet Stripping Automated Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSEK</td>
<td>Descemet Stripping Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV</td>
<td>Epstein Barr Virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>Endothelial Cell Density [cells/mm²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM</td>
<td>Endothelium Descemet Membrane Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEBA</td>
<td>European Eye Bank Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>Endothelial Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FECD</td>
<td>Fuchs Endothelial Corneal Dystrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>Herpes Simplex Virus type-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Iridocorneal Endothelial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOL</td>
<td>Intraocular Lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP</td>
<td>Intraocular Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Optical Coherence Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBK</td>
<td>Pseudophakic Bullous Keratopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-IOL</td>
<td>Posterior Chamber Intraocular Lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEX</td>
<td>Pseudoexfoliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKP</td>
<td>Penetrating Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLK</td>
<td>Posterior Lamellar Keratoplasty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note: This is a retrospective study; after few months of recognizing the different clinical outcomes during follow-up, the idea of this retrospective study came up in our department.
Abstract in English:

Impact of dextran in organ culture media for preservation of DMEK (Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty) precut tissue

Purpose: To compare the morphological and functional outcomes of Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty (DMEK) performed with precut tissue preserved in organ culture medium with dextran to tissue preserved in organ culture medium without dextran.

Methods: In this retrospective study, 103 patients underwent DMEK surgery with precut tissue in our Department of Ophthalmology between June 2015 and September 2016. We preserved the precut tissue in an organ culture medium for a maximum period of 48 hours. For group 1 49 tissues were preserved in medium 1 (without dextran), for group 2 54 tissues were preserved in medium 2 (with 6% dextran T-500) after stripping of the donor. The best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), central corneal thickness (CCT) and endothelial cell density (ECD), measurements were taken at 2 weeks, 6 weeks and 6 months interval after surgery. Repeat keratoplasty rates were also compared.

Results: BCVA was statistically significantly better in group 1 at each time point (p<0.05). Group 1 had a significantly lower CCT compared to group 2 at 2 weeks and 6 months after surgery (p<0.05). There was no significant difference in the ECD between donor grafts before surgery, but it was significantly higher in group 1 after 2 and 6 weeks (p<0.05). Repeat keratoplasty rates (i.e. repeat DMEK or subsequent penetrating keratoplasty PKP) were significantly higher in group 2 (p<0.05).

Conclusions: Patients who underwent DMEK performed with precut tissue preserved in organ culture medium without dextran have better visual acuity, thinner corneas and higher endothelial cell density. The rate of repeat keratoplasty was also significantly lower. These findings show that dextran has an undesirable impact on the preservation of DMEK precut tissue.
Abstract in German:

Einfluss von Dextran im Organkulturmedium zur Konservierung vorpräparierter DMEK (Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty) Transplantate


Patienten und Methoden: In dieser retrospektiven Studie wurden die Daten von 103 Patienten ausgewertet, die in unserer Klinik zwischen Juni 2015 und September 2016 eine DMEK mit vorpräpariertem Gewebe bekamen. Das Gewebe wurde nach der kompletten Spenderpräparation bei allen Patienten in einem Gewebekulturmedium für maximal 48 Stunden konserviert. In Gruppe 1 wurden 49 DMEK-Röllchen in Medium 1 (Gewebekulturmedium ohne Dextran) konserviert, und in Gruppe 2 wurden 54 DMEK-Röllchen in Medium II (Gewebekulturmedium mit 6 % Dextran T500) konserviert. Der bestkorrigierte Visus, die zentrale Hornhautdicke im Vorderabschnitt-OCT (VAA-OCT) sowie die Endothelzelldichte (EZD) wurden nach 2 Wochen, nach 6 Wochen und nach 6 Monaten postoperativ untersucht. Die Zahl der Re-Keratoplastiken wurde ebenso verglichen.

Ergebnisse: In den Verlaufskontrollen zeigte sich in Gruppe 1 ein statistisch signifikant besserer Visus im Vergleich zu Gruppe 2 (p<0.05) zu allen Untersuchung-Zeitpunkten. Die mittlere zentrale Hornhaut-Dicke war nach 2 Wochen und nach 6 Monaten postoperativ signifikant niedriger in Gruppe 1 im Vergleich zu Gruppe 2 (p<0.05). Die mittlere EZD der Spender-Transplantaten vor der DMEK war vergleichbar, war aber signifikant höher in Gruppe 1 nach 2 Wochen und nach 6 Wochen. Die Notwendigkeit für eine Re-Keratoplastik (Re-DMEK oder perforierende Re-Keratoplastik) in Gruppe 2 war signifikant höher (p<0.05).

1. Background

1.1. History of corneal transplantation

The first successful corneal transplant was performed in 1905 by Eduard Konrad Zirm, MD, in Olmütz, which was the real start of the long trip of developing corneal transplantation techniques and research [1]. The penetrating keratoplasty (PKP) has traditionally been the treatment of choice for corneal opacifications [2]. Over the last 20 years, new anterior and posterior lamellar techniques have become available that selectively replace only the diseased layers of the cornea while retaining healthy layers. However, PKP is still the gold standard therapy for several indications [3].

1.2. Evolution of endothelial keratoplasty (EK)

Posterior lamellar keratoplasty (PLK), which comprises partial corneal transplantation of the posterior cornea, has developed significantly over the past two decades to become a suitable alternative to PKP in the management of endothelial dysfunction [4].

Tillet performed the first PLK in 1956 [5]. In 1964 and 1980, Polack and Jose Barraquer, respectively, described new endokeratoplasty techniques with some modifications [6]. Dr. Gerrit Melles laid the foundation for modern EK [7]. In 1998, he was the first to suggest that a posterior graft could be placed on recipient stroma without sutures, calling it ‘posterior lamellar keratoplasty’ [8]. A modification of PLK, called deep lamellar endothelial keratoplasty (DLEK), was presented by Terry et al. [9] and involved the use of an artificial anterior chamber (AC) for manual preparation of the donor tissue [10-12]. In 2004, Melles described a new technique called descemetoherxsis, which involved removal of the DM and the dysfunctional endothelium from the recipient eye only, leaving the posterior stromal lamella intact [13]. This technique was adopted, modified and popularized by Price et al. as ‘Descemet stripping endothelial keratoplasty’ (DSEK) [14]. DSEK has been considered a reliable surgical PLK technique for a long time, especially in the United States [15, 16].

DSEK has demonstrated marked improvements in visual outcomes. However, it is not easy to achieve 20/20 results, which could be due to the haze at the graft-host interface [16]. Another modification of EK, which was also suggested by Melles, is to transplant only donor DM and endothelial cells without stromal tissue. This procedure is referred to as Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK), which will be the main subject of the present study.
1.3. Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty

1.3.1. Evolution of DMEK

DMEK is a relatively new technique introduced in 2006 by Melles et al. [17]. In this procedure, the transplanted graft includes the thin endothelium-Descemet membrane (EDM) layer only, avoiding any stroma-to-stroma interface in the host cornea [18] (Fig. 1).

Kymionis et al. also described Descemet membrane automated endothelial keratoplasty (DMAEK), which involved the use of an epikeratome for automated lamellar dissection of the tissue similar to DSAEK [19], but this technique is not widely adopted.

![DMEK graft](image)

**Fig 1. Schematic overview displaying Descemet’s membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK)**


1.3.2. Advantages

DMEK provides several advantages over PKP [12, 20-24]:

- Better preservation of ocular integrity by avoiding the period of “open sky”, which exposes ocular content.
- Reduced risk of immunological graft rejection by 15-times compared to PKP; it depends on fewer sutures, which results in less vascularization and reduces the risk of epithelial ingrowth and graft rejection.
- A lower rate of intraoperative complications, including expulsive hemorrhage.
● A lower rate of postoperative complications, including wound dehiscence and astigmatism, which leads to faster and better visual recovery.
● Reduced susceptible risk of rupture from minor postoperative trauma.
● Preservation of the normal corneal innervation, which avoids the problems that arise with epithelial breakdown.

1.3.3. Challenges

Despite the advantages of DMEK over PKP, the technique still has some challenges:

● Firstly, the procedure is surgically challenging due to an extended learning curve, increased risk of donor tissue loss during preparation and the relative difficulty of intraocularly manipulating the thin and friable tissue [18-25].
● Secondly, graft attachment is more challenging in DMEK than DSEK, as it requires more often repeated air reinjection (re-bubbling) to ensure complete donor attachment [26].
● DMEK is not the best EK technique in all cases [27]. Examples include:
  ➢ Eyes with a previous pars plana vitrectomy, as the deep AC makes unfolding the donor tissue more difficult.
  ➢ Aphakic eyes or eyes with a large iris defect as in iridocorneal endothelial (ICE) syndrome with severe iris involvement or aniridia, as these eyes do not have a closed AC to prevent tissue loss.
  ➢ Eyes with glaucoma tubes due to the potential inappropriate contact during and after the surgery.
  ➢ Eyes with anterior chamber intraocular lenses (AC-IOLs).
  ➢ Eyes with a previous PKP <8 mm in diameter.

1.3.4. Evolution of precut tissue

EDM preparation remains a challenge despite recent improvements in instrumentation and surgical techniques. Several technical strategies are available for the preparation of DMEK grafts [28-33], including:

● Free scroll preparation: The graft is completely separated from the stroma.
• Partially peeled with storage on the stroma: The graft is peeled until only a small peripheral hinge of tissue remains (at least 90% of tissue peeled), and then the graft is reapposed to the stroma.

• Fluid bubble separation: Organ culture fluid is injected until separation occurs between the DM and stroma (seen as a small peripheral ‘bubble’), and it is continued until it extends to the trabecular meshwork in all areas.

• Gas bubble separation: Air is injected into the residual donor tissue using a 30-G needle from the endothelial side to detach the DM.

However, high rates of unsuccessful graft preparation with potential loss of donor tissue have been reported, discouraging widespread use of this relatively new technique [18, 26].

Thus, it is important to evaluate the use of precut tissue, which was first described by Bachmann et al. at the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) meeting in 2012, in order to reduce tissue loss and ensure the availability of suitable grafts at the time of surgery, which could also help make the procedure available to surgeons who do not have an eye bank in their department [34]. Accordingly, a recent paper by Godinho et al. reported that preloaded DMEK provides a possible solution for the DMEK challenges and could reduce costs [35]. He et al. confirmed also that preparing DMEK precut tissue with the Muraine technique and shipping away can be used safely by eye banks [36].

Currently, in our department the donor tissue is prepared in the operating room 1 or 2 days before the scheduled DMEK procedure in order to improve both the patient flow and the organization of our schedule in the operating room.

On the other hand, the literature describes some challenges related to the precut tissue technique, such as difficulty of unfolding the graft during surgery due to the tight rolling of the EDM without anatomical stromal support [37].

### 1.3.5. Indications for DMEK

Indications for DMEK are endothelial layer diseases leading to stromal edema without stromal scars, some of these indications are listed in table 1:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Clinical findings</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Fuchs endothelial corneal dystrophy | Endothelial cells are larger (polymegathism), pleomorphic, and are disrupted by excesses of collagen→ dysfunction of endothelial cells → increased corneal swelling and thickening of the DM [37-38] | Presents in the fifth or sixth decade of life [40] | • Cornea guttata  
• DM folds  
• Increased endothelial pigmentation  
• Increased central corneal thickness (CCT)  
• Microcystic edema (epithelial bullae)  
• Subepithelial fibrosis [39-41] | • Topical hyperosmotic drops  
• EK like DMEK  
• PKP: in cases of anterior corneal scarring [37-41] |
| Pseudophakic bullous keratopathy | A damage of endothelial cells caused by intraocular surgery, especially cataract surgery causes decrease in the endothelial cell density (ECD)→ corneal edema progressing towards the intercellular epithelial region with characteristic formation of bullae [42, 43] | Approximately 1-2% of post-cataract surgery patients [44] | • DM folds  
• Increased CCT  
• Pain  
• Epithelial bullae or erosions [44, 45] | • Topical hyperosmotic drops or topical corticosteroid drops  
• EK like DMEK  
• PKP: in cases of anterior corneal scarring [42-45] |
| Pseudoexfoliation (PEX) with endothelial decompensation | A reduced preoperative ECD of 10.5 to 11.1% has been demonstrated in patients with PEX syndrome undergoing cataract surgery [15, 46, 47] | • The prevalence of PEX ranges from 6 to 10%  
• More in women and increases with age [46] | • DM folds  
• Increased endothelial pigmentation  
• Secondary glaucoma  
• Increased CCT [46, 47] | • Topical hyperosmotic drops  
• EK like DMEK  
• PKP: in cases of anterior corneal scarring [47] |
| Endothelitis of viral cause | Many viruses, e.g., Epstein Barr Virus (EBV), Herpes Simplex Virus type-1 (HSV-1), Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and varicella zoster [48-50] can cause endothelitis leading to endothelial dysfunction, which results in corneal edema secondary to endothelial decompensation [51] | • Bilateral in 4-6% of patients  
• Higher incidence in children [51, 52]  
• More frequent and more severe in females [53] | • DM folds  
• Increased CCT  
• Scarring associated with recurrent keratitis [52] | • PKP: in complicated cases [53]  
• EK like DMEK [55]  
• Anti-viral medications to reduce the risk of recurrence [56] |

**Endothelial decompensation in congenital glaucoma „Buphthalmus“ [54]**

PEX Pseudoexfoliation, DM Descemet Membrane, ECD Endothelial Cell Density, CCT Central Corneal Thickness, EK Endothelial Keratoplasty, DMEK Descemet Membrane Endothelial Keratoplasty, PKP Penetrating Keratoplasty.
1.3.6. Preoperative evaluation

There are some important prerequisites to consider in the preoperative evaluation [57]:

- Recipient’s cornea transparency (exclude any stroma scar)
- AC depth: DMEK is safer and easier with a shallow AC and relatively hypotonous (e.g. eyes with high axial myopia can have a deep AC, which is more difficult to modulate)
- Lens status (phakic or pseudophakic and IOL-type)
- Ocular comorbidities that could be considered relative or absolute contraindications
- Patient motivation and capability maintaining optimal postoperative position.

It is very important to provide adequate support to the DMEK graft in the immediate postoperative period to reduce risk of graft separation. This could be provided by the injection of 20% sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) at the end of the operation without forgetting the patient’s positioning (supine), which plays an important role. Any gas fill <80% leaves the graft’s inferior quadrants incompletely supported when the patient is upright. Therefore, it is important that patients are capable of lying supine immediately after surgery to maximize bubble contact with the entire surface of the DMEK graft. Musculoskeletal disorders of the neck and lower back can limit this position and should be discussed during the preoperative evaluation.

1.3.7. Complications

1.3.7.1. Intraoperative complications

Complications that can occur during DMEK include:

- Incomplete removal of the DM and endothelium
- Intraocular hyphema and blood in the interface
- Endothelial cell loss due to excessive manipulation of the donor tissue
- Posterior dislocation of the donor tissue behind the iris or even in the vitreous body
- Disorientation during placement of the donor tissue, leading to placement of the endothelium “upside down” against the host stromal cornea [58].
1.3.7.2. Postoperative complications

- On the first postoperative day, the graft should be well centered without fluid in the interface. Typically, there is a 40-60% air bubble.
- Over a 3- to 4-day period, the air bubble is absorbed and the cornea clear.
- After 6 months, it is difficult to visualize the interface.

Pupillary block:

Pupillary block may occur due to migration of the air behind the iris, closing the angle. It occurs mostly when the intraoperative air fill is inadequate or if the patient inadvertently leans his/her head forward.

This complication can be avoided with an inferior iridotomy at 6 o’clock [58].

Dislocation of the donor graft:

One of the most common complications in the first 2 days, particularly after trauma from eye rubbing or a sudden blow, is interface fluid, significant graft displacement or complete graft dislocation into AC.

A partial detachment may reattach spontaneously, whereas large, central or complete detachments are managed by the reinjection of air, which should be performed in the operating room. Graft detachment may require one or more air injections into the AC [58].

Cataract progression:

The risk of cataract progression in phakic DMEK is high, particularly in patients with narrow ACs. Therefore, the new triple procedure, which combines DMEK with cataract extraction and IOL implantation is highly recommended in patients older than 50 years of age. Clinical studies have not reported any increase in the risk of graft dislocation, endothelial cell loss or other complications in the new triple procedure compared to DMEK [59].

Graft failure:

Complications common to DMEK include primary or secondary graft failure due to poor-quality donor tissue, unhealthy recipient circumstances (e.g. vessels, infection) or poor surgical experience and technique.
**Corneal graft rejection:**

Immunological graft rejection manifests in DMEK with multiple keratic precipitates scattered across the cornea, whereas the classic endothelial rejection line is not typically seen. The rejection rate after primary DMEK is 0–6% during the first year. Most rejection episodes are reversible with topical steroids [60]. The lower incidence may be related to the low amount of transferred antigenic tissue and lack of corneal sutures, which reduces the risk of inflammation and secondary vascularization. Thus, signs of inflammation are important risk factors and should be controlled well before and after surgery [20, 60-62].

**Endothelial cell loss:**

Clinical studies have reported a greater endothelial cell loss of about one third in DMEK compared to PKP during the early postoperative phase, which could be due to the high amount of manipulation required during the preparation, orientation and unfolding of the graft within the AC, and the primary injection of air or SF6-Gas to facilitate graft adherence or re-bubbling to treat dislocated grafts [63].

**Other complications:**

Some other less common complications that have been reported include retinal detachment and cystoid macular edema [64].

**1.3.8. Role of optical coherence tomography in DMEK**

Reliance on anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) for EK management is becoming more commonplace.

As DMEK grafts are so thin, their visualization with a slit lamp, especially through an edematous host cornea, is often difficult. Therefore, preoperative and postoperative evaluation and management of DMEK grafts is more dependent on AS-OCT imaging as it provides a qualitative and quantitative method of examining the graft and graft-host interface before and after DMEK. The most common complication after DMEK that can be visualized by AS-OCT is graft-edge folds and detachment, which could be an indication for re-bubbling depending on the size of the detachment.
When imaging endothelial grafts, AS-OCT has the ability to change the imaging axis for formal scans and the capacity to actively scan the entire graft-host interface. The axis of the AS-OCT scan can be rotated 360°, allowing the graft-host junction and possible graft detachments occurring at any axis to be imaged. However, in order to obtain the best reading, the clinician should consider being present for the scan [65].

1.4. Developments in corneal banking

1.4.1. Role of eye banking

Eye banks play the main role in the preservation and preparation of donor corneas and other ocular tissues for surgical use. In addition, they can sometimes be used for research purposes to develop a fundamental understanding of the human eye and strategies for potential treatment measures [66].

1.4.2. Tissue evaluation

The morphological and functional status of the cornea tissue, especially the endothelium, is a key factor in the success of keratoplasty and considered an indicator for donor cornea quality. Direct functional tests are not easy; therefore, the cornea is evaluated mostly by morphological parameters. Some essential biological characteristics are required for the graft to be suitable for keratoplasty, such as the absence of an interrupted epithelial layer and stroma opacities, regular endothelium and an ECD >2200 cell/mm².

The tissue should be evaluated by general slit lamp examination of the cornea after in situ excision, combined with specular microscopy and possibly tomographic screening using a clinical optical coherence tomography (OCT) device to reveal potential pathologies in corneal donors before keratoplasty and to avoid post-refractive surgery and surface irregularities caused by keratoconus so the donors can be excluded as candidates for full-thickness corneal transplantation [67-69].
1.4.3. Graft preservation media

The main target for corneal graft preservation in all types of corneal transplantation is increased storage time for cadaver tissue while maintaining endothelial viability after corneal excision, which is necessary to maintain corneal clarity [70, 71]. Two preservation methods for corneal grafts were introduced in the United States in the 1970s and are currently still applied: hypothermic storage [72, 73] and organ culture preservation [74-76].

1.4.3.1. Hypothermic storage

Corneas are preserved at 4°C in tissue culture medium supported with antibiotics and dehydrating agents (dextran, chondroitin sulphate) to prevent corneal swelling. The original M-K (McCarey and Kaufman) medium [72,73] has been supplemented with solutions, such as K-sol®, Dexsol® and Likorol®, potentially allowing a 10-day preservation period, which is thought to be the maximum for the M-K medium.

1.4.3.2. Organ culture storage

Corneas are preserved in organ culture media at 28–37°C. The standard organ culture medium (Medium 1) consists of MEM-Earle’s supported with penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin B, L-glutamine, HEPES buffer and NaHCO₃. This medium provides a preservation period for 30 days [77]. However, it causes significant corneal swelling up to 1000–1500 µm, which should be reversed with a deswelling period (1-3 days) before transplantation. In this period, the graft is placed in a "transport medium" (Medium 2) consisting of medium 1 with an additional osmotic agent (Dextran T-500, 4-8%), a hydrophilic macromolecule that produces colloid osmotic pressure and reduces corneal thickness by extracting water from the stroma to achieve a corneal graft thickness similar to that of the recipient's cornea at the time of surgery [66, 70].

Hypothermic storage has been accepted by many eye banks worldwide, whereas organ culture is considered in the guidelines of the European Eye Bank Association (EEBA). However, the disadvantages of organ culture are the high costs and need for deswelling before corneal transplantation.

Many clinical reports referred to a potential negative impact of dextran during the deswelling period. In regards to these reports, dextran accumulates in endothelial cells, reaching its peak
on the third day. This accumulation can cause severe morphological and necrotic changes in these cells, which could lead to a remarkable decrease in the ECD [77-79].

This potential negative impact of dextran in organ culture media (with dextran) seems to be important in the context of DMEK. The deswelling period could affect the behavior of the posterior stroma during the stripping of EDM [37]. However, it is still not known, whether clinical outcomes vary based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma [79].

The first DMEK in our department was done in the year 2012. At that time, it was not clear which medium should be used to preserve precut tissues after preparation. According to the penetrating keratoplasty guidelines, surgeons initially used the transport medium with dextran. After that, clinical DMEK results suggested the potential negative impact of dextran on precut tissue. Thus, surgeons subsequently gradually changed their practice [79].

1.5. Study purpose

This study aimed to detect the potentially undesirable impact of dextran on the preservation of DMEK precut tissue by comparing the functional and morphological outcomes of DMEK performed with precut tissue preserved in organ culture media with and without dextran [79].
2. Patients and Methods

2.1. Description of study groups

In this retrospective study, we reviewed clinical records of 103 patients who underwent DMEK surgery with precut tissue in our Department between June 2015 and September 2016 [79]. All grafts were preserved according to the guidelines of the EEBA in the LIONS Eye Bank Saar-Lor-Lux, Trier/Westpfalz located in our Ophthalmology Department.

Grafts were preserved in an organ culture media without dextran at a temperature of 34-35°C and transferred to a deswelling organ culture medium containing 6% dextran T 500 before EDM preparation. The preservation time (in days) in each medium is described in detail in table 2.

The patients were divided into two groups: group 1 comprised 49 EDM stripped and preserved in Medium 1 (dextran-free organ culture medium) (Biochrom GmbH, Berlin, Germany), whereas group 2 comprised 54 EDM stripped and preserved in Medium 2 (organ culture medium supplemented with 6% Dextran T-500).

Patients with stromal scars, aphakic eyes, iris atrophy, ICE syndrome or glaucoma tubes were excluded. These comorbidity conditions could make the surgical technique more difficult or affect the functional and morphological outcomes [79]. However, patients with other co-morbidities limiting visual acuity were not excluded. In table 3, we listed the number of patients who had other co-morbidities, which were not related to the cornea, in each study group.

All patients were asked to undergo large YAG laser iridotomy at the 6 o’clock position some weeks before surgery to avoid bleeding or pigment dispersion by intraoperative or day-before iridotomy (Fig. 2).

DMEK was performed either sequentially in pseudophakic eyes (if the cataract was the leading pathology) or simultaneously with phacoemulsification and posterior chamber intraocular lens (PC-IOL) implantation (so-called New Triple DMEK). No phakic DMEK was performed.

The following donor details were considered [64]:

- Age: >50 years due to easier unfolding in the AC
- Comorbidities: Diabetic donors were avoided because of the high risk of tearing during donor preparation [80].
- Pseudophakia: Avoided due to the high risk of radial tears near the incisions.
The patients’ baseline characteristics are summarized in table 2.

Table 2. Baseline characteristics of the patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group 1 (n=49)</th>
<th>Group 2 (n=54)</th>
<th>All patients (n=103)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male:female)</td>
<td>51%:49%</td>
<td>48%:52%</td>
<td>50%:50%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye (right:left)</td>
<td>57%:43%</td>
<td>52%:48%</td>
<td>53%:47%</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at time of surgery (years)</td>
<td>63±15</td>
<td>73±12</td>
<td>70±14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation time in organ culture:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med 1 /Med 2 (days)</td>
<td>18±10/2±2</td>
<td>14±10/3±1</td>
<td>16±12/2±3</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor age (years)</td>
<td>73±10</td>
<td>74±10</td>
<td>74±10</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmortem time at retrieval (hours)</td>
<td>10±5</td>
<td>10±6</td>
<td>10±6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data are given as ratios or mean±SD. Med 1: dextran-free organ culture medium, Med 2: organ culture medium supplemented with 6% dextran T-500. P values refer to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2. P values refer to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2 (nonparametric statistics, Mann-Whitney-U test).
Table 3. Number of patients, who had other ocular co-morbidities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Retinal diseases</th>
<th>Amblyopia</th>
<th>Glaucoma</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 (n=49)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 (n=54)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Surgical procedure

All surgeries were performed under general anesthesia by two experienced surgeons (Prof. Dr. med. B. Seitz and Dr. med. M. El-Husseiny).

For both groups, the EDM was prepared by the same two surgeons, who had performed the DMEK approximately 48 hours before DMEK.

EDM preparation, preparation of the EDM injection system and DMEK surgery were performed as described in detail by Seitz et al. [18, 79, 81].

2.3. Postoperative management

- After surgery, patients were asked to lie down on their backs for 4 to 5 days.
- The IOP was measured every 2 hours on the first day by applanation tonometry.
- On the fifth day, the patients were typically discharged.
- Treatment at discharge included [79]:
  - Topical hyperosmolar eye drops for 2 weeks
  - Topical antibiotics for 1 week
  - Prednisolone acetate hourly for 1 week and then five times per day, slowly tapering over at least 6 months
  - Lubricants as required.
- The patient was seen again 2 weeks after surgery to remove the two corneoscleral single sutures and was sometimes accommodated for rebubbling if there was any (new) graft dehiscence.
- To avoid any possible complications, after DMEK the surgeon indicated which existing paracentesis should be used for rebubbling, ideally opposite the EDM detachment area to avoid
iatrogenic folding of the graft. Today, we prefer an 90\% fill of the AC with 20\% SF6 gas because of gas expansion.

- The next outpatient follow-up occurred 6 weeks, 6 months and 1 year postoperatively.

- Postoperative routine diagnostics include:
  - Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA)
  - Slit lamp examination
  - Applanation tonometry
  - ECD as measured by EM 3000 (Tomey, Nagoya, Japan)
  - AS-OCT (CASIA SS-1000, Tomey, Nagoya, Japan)
  - Before discharge and during the outpatient follow-up, a macula OCT was performed to recognize and, if needed, treat cystoid macular edema immediately [82,83].

- The patient was asked to see an ophthalmologist or come to our department immediately if [18]:
  - their sight began to worsen (mainly in the morning),
  - halos were seen around light sources,
  - segmental clouding was seen,
  - or the eye turned red or hurts.

Our motto is “Do not wait three days and hope.”

2.4. Main outcome measures

Successful DMEK surgery was determined by [84]:

- Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA)
  In this study, we tested the best-corrected visual acuity in decimal lines using Snellen test chart. The top number equates to the distance (in 6 meters) at which the test chart was presented. The bottom number identifies the position on the chart of the smallest line read by the 'subject'. E.g. 6/60 (0.1) means the subject can only see the top letter at the test chart when viewed at 6 m.
  However, the decimal visual acuity chart is not standard and easy to use for statistical analysis. Therefore and as presented regularly in literature, it requires a transformation into LogMar units [85].
When using the LogMAR chart, visual acuity is scored with reference to the Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution. A subject who can resolve details as small as 1 minute of visual angle scores LogMAR 0, since the base-10 logarithm of 1 is 0; a subject who can resolve details as small as 2 minutes of visual angle scores LogMAR 0.3, since the base-10 logarithm of 2 is approximately 0.3.

In contrast to the decimal chart, the logarithmic chart has an arithmetic progression and a constant interval between lines. The LogMar chart makes statistical analysis of visual acuity easy. Change in visual acuity is calculated directly by subtracting LogMar data, while the average visual acuity is obtained with the arithmetic mean value of the LogMar data. Finally, the mean acuity expressed in LogMar units can be transformed into a decimal chart for a more comprehensive result.

The formulas for going from decimal to LogMar and back are [85]:

\[
\text{LogMAR} = - \log (\text{Decimal Acuity}) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Decimal acuity} = \text{antilog} (- \text{LogMar}) = 10^{-\text{LogMAR}} \quad (2)
\]

In this study, we used nonparametric statistics for BCVA in LogMAR. Mean decimal VA is reported for VA improvement as supplementary data.

- **Endothelial cell density ECD as measured by EM 3000 (Tomey, Nagoya, Japan).**

  The EM-3000 specular microscope is a noninvasive method to evaluate human endothelial cells in vivo. It captures images depending on the reflection from the optical interface between the endothelium and aqueous humor. It captures automatically 15 images per measurement using an optical magnification of ×190 and can count up to 300 cells per image within an area of 0.1 mm². This device includes an inbuilt automatic analysis software, which displays the cell density, mean cell area, coefficient of variation and hexagonality. It can provide quantitative endothelial cell measurements that have been satisfactorily repeatable in clinical studies [86].

- **Central corneal thickness CCT as measured by Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography (AS-OCT) (CASIA SS-1000, Tomey, Nagoya, Japan).**

  AS-OCT is a non-contact high-resolution device. Using low-coherence interferometry, it captures multiple A-scans from a two-dimensional image of the anterior segment. The CCT will be automatically computed using built-in analysis software, which marks the boundaries of the anterior and posterior surface of the cornea. These automated
measurements were used for the comparative analysis. According to the clinical studies, the reliability for the measurement of CCT using AS-OCT was excellent [87].

Comparisons were made 2 weeks, 6 weeks and 6 months after surgery [79].

Repeat keratoplasty rates were also compared (repeat DMEK, subsequent PKP) between the two groups.

The most common indication to repeat keratoplasty (repeat DMEK or subsequent PKP) in the present study is primary or secondary graft failure.

Primary graft failure was defined as persistent decompensation or missing clarity within the first four weeks postoperatively [79, 88].

2.5. Statistics

Data were analyzed using SPSS 20.0 for windows (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

A Kruskal Wallis test was performed to check for normal distribution. A Mann-Whitney-U test (nonparametric statistics) was performed to compare differences between the postoperative outcomes of DMEK performed with precut tissue preserved in organ culture medium with dextran (group 2) and tissue preserved in organ culture medium without dextran (group 1) at specific time-points.

To compare repeat PKP rates a Chi-square test was used. This could not be used to compare repeat DMEK rates because one field was filled with a zero, therefore it was presented descriptively.

Data were presented as mean ± standard deviation. P values referred to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2. Results were considered statistically significant if P values were < 0.05.
3. Results

3.1. Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA)

In this part, we try to explore whether BCVA varies based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma.

For group 1 the postoperative BCVA (logMar) was improved from 0.48±0.18 (one day preoperatively) to 0.28±0.15 after 2 weeks, 0.19±0.23 after 6 weeks and 0.07±0.12 after 6 months. For group 2 BCVA was improved from 0.64±0.34 (one day preoperatively) to 0.51±0.26 after 2 weeks, 0.31±0.21 after 6 weeks and 0.25±0.58 after 6 months (Fig. 3) [79]. For group 1 vs group 2, the preoperative to postoperative visual improvement (Decimal) was 0.18±0.22 vs 0.03±0.17 at 2 weeks (p=0.04), 0.34±0.24 vs 0.15±0.22 at 6 weeks (p=0.13) and 0.47±0.25 vs 0.20±0.18 at 6 months (p<0.001). The percentage of grafts achieving 0.5 or better (Decimal) in group 1 was 96% and in group 2 it was only 66%.

Differences between the groups were statistically significant at each time point (p< 0.05) [79].

BCVA was significantly better when using precut tissue preserved in dextran-free medium (Medium 1) at each time point after surgery.
3.2. Central corneal thickness (CCT)

In this part, we explore whether CCT varies based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma. For group 1 vs group 2, the CCT was comparable one day before surgery 642±59 vs 642±66 μm (p=0.5) and decreased to 595±65 vs 639±66 μm (p=0.002) at 2 weeks, 521±40 vs 554±89 μm (p=0.09) at 6 weeks and 512±38 vs 542±59 μm (p=0.04) at 6 months (Fig. 4) [79].
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**Fig 4.** Central corneal thickness (CCT) in both groups for each time point before and after the surgery. Med 1: dextran-free organ culture medium, Med 2: organ culture medium supplemented with 6% dextran T-500. Results are given as (means ± standard deviation), P values refer to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2 (nonparametric statistics, Mann-Whitney-U test).

Precut tissue for DMEK preserved in dextran-free medium (Medium 1) resulted in significantly thinner corneas for 2 weeks and 6 months after surgery.
3.3. Endothelial cells density (ECD)

In this part, we explore whether ECD varies based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma. The ECD was comparable between the donor grafts one day before surgery 2496±235 vs 2440±389 cells/mm² (p>0.05). However, the ECD was significantly different between groups 1 and 2 after 2 weeks 1921±360 vs 1685±348 cells/mm² (p=0.01) and after 6 weeks 1738±292 vs 1540±399 cells/mm² (p=0.04), but not after 6 months 1514±361 vs 1371±414 cells/mm² (p=0.1) (Fig. 5) [79].
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**Fig 5.** Endothelial cell density (ECD) in both groups for each time point before and after the surgery. Med 1: dextran-free organ culture medium, Med 2: organ culture medium supplemented with 6% dextran T-500. Results are given as (means ± standard deviation), P values refer to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2 (nonparametric statistics, Mann-Whitney-U test).

Precut tissue for DMEK preserved in dextran-free medium (Medium 1) resulted in significantly higher endothelial cell density for 2 weeks and 6 weeks after surgery.
3.4. Rate of repeat keratoplasty

In this part, we explore whether rates of repeat keratoplasty vary based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma. A clinically significant difference between the two groups was noticed regarding the repeat keratoplasty rates. Repeat DMEK was necessary in 0% in group 1 vs. 8% in group 2 and subsequent PKP was necessary in 2% in group 1 vs. 10% in group 2 (p<0.05) (Fig. 6) [79].
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**Repeat Keratoplasty**

Fig 6. Type of repeat keratoplasty rates in both group. Med 1: dextran-free organ culture medium, Med 2: organ culture medium supplemented with 6% dextran T-500. P values refer to statistical differences between group 1 and group 2 (Chi-square test).

Negligible rates of repeat keratoplasty were detected when using precut tissue preserved in dextran-free medium (Medium 1).

The stripping time was 11±4 and 16±4 minutes for groups 1 and 2, respectively (p<0.05).

The unfolding time was 5±8 and 5±5 minutes in groups 1 and 2, respectively (p>0.05).

**Complications after Surgery:**

In our study, 58% needed re-bubbling due to partial graft detachment in group 1 and 44% needed re-bubbling due to partial graft detachment in group 2 during the first half year of follow-up (P=0.3). 2 patients underwent repeat DMEK for total graft detachment in group 2 (Fig. 7) and no total graft detachment was reported in group 1. 8 patients underwent repeat keratoplasty for failure of graft clarity in group 2 (Fig. 8). Decompensated glaucoma was
evident in two cases in group 2 but none in group 1. No retinal detachment occurred in both groups. In the present study, there were no immunological rejection episodes documented [79].

Fig 7. Complete graft dislocation one week after DMEK by using precut tissue preserved in Medium 2 with Dextran. It was treated with repeat DMEK.
(A) Slit lamp photo one day before repeat DMEK,
(B) AS-OCT image one day before repeat DMEK,
(C) AS-OCT image one day after repeat DMEK.
Photos were taken from a patient file in the Department of Ophthalmology, Saarland University Medical Center.

Fig 8. Primary DMEK graft failure by using precut tissue preserved in Medium 2 with Dextran. It was treated with subsequent PKP.
(A) Slit lamp photo and (B) AS-OCT image show severe corneal decompensation, (C) AS-OCT image shows complete graft attachment.
Photos were taken from a patient file in the Department of Ophthalmology, Saarland University Medical Center.
4. Discussion

The potential differences between both types of organ culture media (with or without dextran) seem to be important in the context of lamellar surgery, especially DMEK. Separation of the EDM is influenced by the biomechanical properties of the cornea, and swelling and deswelling also obviously affect the behavior of the posterior stroma during EDM preparation. However, whether clinical outcomes vary based on the type of organ culture medium used to preserve the EDM complex after stripping it from the donor stroma is not known.

In order to answer this question, we compared the functional outcome (BCVA) after DMEK using precut tissue stored in organ culture medium with or without dextran. The BCVA was better when using precut tissue preserved in dextran-free medium (Medium 1) at each follow-up after surgery. BCVA was worse for group 2 preoperatively. However, it has to be taken into consideration that we did not exclude patients with co-morbidities that might affect visual acuity. Therefore, it is possible that factors not related to the cornea were responsible for the difference in BCVA. In table 3, we listed these potential factors. Furthermore, the preoperative to postoperative visual improvement value was statistically significantly better for group 1 at 2 weeks and 6 months postoperatively. In addition, the percentage of grafts achieving 0.5 or better after 6 months was significantly (P< 0.001) greater in group 1 (96%) than in group 2 (66%) [79].

Unlike PKP, for which functional results depend on all layers of the corneal graft, endothelial cell function is the sole determinant of success in DMEK. On the other hand, one of the advantages of DMEK over PKP is the fast postoperative restoration of the CCT to its normal range. Moreover, thinner postoperative corneas provide more rapid improvements in postoperative outcome after DMEK surgery [89,90]. Therefore, we also investigated how dextran affects the ECD and CCT as measures of the viability and function of corneal endothelial cells. The results showed thinner corneas and higher endothelial cell counts when precut tissue was preserved for a maximum of 2 days in medium without dextran.

One of the major findings of this study was the observation of a negligible rate of repeat keratoplasties after DMEK using precut tissue preserved in medium without dextran [79].
4.1. Function of corneal endothelial cells

Endothelial cell damage could be considered as a major challenge for all PLK surgeries. For this reason and in order to ensure long-term graft survival, an ECD > 2200 cells/mm² at the time of transplantation has been commonly recommended [91].

According to the amount of manipulation required during the preparation and the unfolding of the DMEK graft, clinical studies reported a greater ECD loss within the first few days after DMEK compared to PKP [63].

The postoperative endothelial cell loss could be affected by many factors such as surgical technique, donor characteristics (including donor age and graft rolewidth), graft unfolding time, endothelial cell migration after surgery, contact with dextran in the deswelling process and intraoperative trauma [78-79, 92-98].

The unfolding time could be affected by donor age. The younger the graft, the longer is the unfolding time and the higher the potential endothelial cell loss [78].

The greater endothelial cell loss in grafts smaller than the descemetorhexis could be explained with the migration of transplanted endothelial cells after DMEK towards the gap surrounding the graft peripherally [79, 92]. On the other hand, a recent study did not find any significant association between postoperative central ECD and DMEK graft diameter especially in healthy peripheral host endothelium such as in Fuchs Dystrophy[93].

**EDM stripping** during preparation cause an immediate endothelial cell loss, which can be detected using a specular microscope. This loss could be focal or linear according to the forceps manipulation and tissue stretching during preparation [94-96].

Many clinical studies reported remarkable decrease in the ECD during the storage period and deswelling process [97-99]. The major CCT decline could be achieved within the first 24 hours of deswelling [91]. Afterwards, dextran accumulates in endothelial cells, reaching its peak on the third day. This accumulation can cause severe morphological changes in these cells [78, 100] such as multiple endothelial necrosis, intracytoplasmic vacuoles, granules, deposits on the endothelial surface and widening of the intercellular spaces [101]. Therefore, most studies have recommended a deswelling period of less than 24 to 30 hours before penetrating keratoplasty [79, 91, 102].

The extent of deswelling could depend on the dextran concentration, varying from 4–8% in the different eye banks [91]. However, Van der Want et al. reported a remarkable decrease in the
ECD in a medium containing 8% dextran T 500 [97]. Other studies demonstrated also a similar decrease in the ECD in culture medium containing 5% dextran T 500 [90, 91]. These results may indicate that the negative impact of dextran on ECD might not depend mainly on the dextran concentration in the range between 4% und 8%.

The accumulation of dextran in endothelial cells makes the EDM stickier and more difficult to unfold in the AC. This might cause more endothelial cell damage and a reduced attachment rate resulting from the intensive iatrogenic manipulations during the unfolding process [37]. However, the comparable unfolding time (5±8 vs 5±5 minutes) in our study does not support this theoretical consideration [79].

According to the old guidelines in Germany from 2014 [103], all corneal grafts were placed in a transport medium (Medium 2) for a deswelling process prior to preparation. This meant that DMEK grafts had also to be prepared from deswollen corneas. These recommendations have been changed in the revised edition of the German Medical Association guidelines in 2018 [89, 104]. This edition confirmed that the use of a transport medium is no more mandatory for preparation of donor tissue for posterior lamellar keratoplasty. Results from Freiburg [37] and Homburg [79] had a major impact on the change of the regulation in the German Medical Association guidelines.

In the present study, all these relevant factors (donor age, ECD of grafts before surgery, surgical technique and time of the deswelling process) were comparable between our two groups. However, ECDs were lower and CCTs were higher in group 2 postoperatively, meaning that the preservation of precut tissue after preparation in Medium 2 (which contained dextran) for an extra 48 hours might be considered as an unfavorable long contact with dextran and probably affected the morphological and functional features [79].

4.2. Graft survival

The common situations which can lead to repeat keratoplasty (repeat DMEK, subsequent PKP) after DMEK are corneal graft rejection, complete dislocation of the donor graft or graft failure [58, 79, 105].

During the first year, the rejection rate after primary DMEK is around 0–6% [60,106]. In the present study, there were no rejection episodes documented.
Generally, the dislocation could be seen due to a lack of adherence of the graft to the recipient posterior stroma. It may be the most frequent complication in EK.

Until now, the mechanism of attachment of EDM grafts to the host stroma has been unclear. Factors providing attachment could depend on properties of either the host stroma or the EDM graft.

In this study, we assumed that the quality of the grafted EDM was affected by the longer exposure to dextran, which affects graft adhesion and graft survival. The anterior stromal face of the DM contains various extracellular matrix proteins with adhesive properties, such as fibronectin, vitronectin and amyloid P, as well as proteoglycans such as dermatan, keratan, heparan and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans [107-110].

Although the influence of culture media on the biochemical composition of the DM is not currently known, a previous study provided evidence that organ culture with dextran alters the distribution of stromal proteoglycans, resulting in the formation of collagen-free lakes containing high levels of proteoglycans in the corneal stroma [95].

Furthermore, some distinct histological changes, especially in the posterior stroma, have been detected after using organ culture. The posterior stroma exhibits an increased number of vacuoles and enlarged spaces between collagen fibers [111]. All of these structural alterations on the biochemical level could play an important role in the adhesive properties of EDM complexes towards the host posterior stroma.

The results of our study may refer to a negative input of a long dextran contact time on these structural alterations leading to reduce adhesive properties of EDM complexes towards the host posterior stroma, which may have led to the higher rate of repeat keratoplasty in group 2.

On the other hand, the rate of graft failure after DMEK in general is around 1.6% - 8% [112]. Primary graft failure was defined as persistent decompensation or missing clarity within the first four weeks postoperatively [79, 88].

Relating to this point, Schmidt et al. discussed the ultrastructural changes in the DM in eyes with graft failure after DMEK. These changes included intrinsic abnormal inclusions in the DM and posterior collagen deposits of the membrane [113]. All of these abnormal changes might be considered as an indication and signs for peri- and postoperative endothelial dysfunction.
However, this study also demonstrated that upside down attachment of the graft might be another major reason for major primary graft failure [113]. Heinzelmann et al. reported that the storage in dextran was as a risk factor for these ultrastructural changes that could lead to primary graft failure after DMEK, especially in precut tissues [37]. Furthermore, the higher rate of repeat keratoplasty after DMEK in group 2 of the present study can also support the consideration that dextran in precut tissue had a negative impact on graft survival and should be avoided [79].

Our data were also supported by a report from Salla et al., which assessed the quality and quantity of corneal endothelial cells in DMEK grafts preserved in organ culture medium with dextran compared to grafts preserved in organ culture medium without dextran [115]. They found significantly higher ECD, lower endothelial cell loss and lower ATP/protein ratios in corneas stored in medium without dextran after 24 and 72 hours of preservation. These results suggest that preservation of DMEK precut tissue in Medium 2 with dextran is not required and should be discouraged [115].

Rickmann et al. reported the clinical outcome for 22 patients after DMEK with precut tissue that was stored in dextran-containing medium [116]. The BCVA was evaluated using Snellen visual acuity chart and presented as LogMar. By comparing the clinical outcomes of this study with the clinical outcomes of our study, we found better mean BCVA, lower mean CCT and higher mean ECD after 6 months for group 1 in our study (storage in dextran-free medium) (table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>BCVA LogMar</th>
<th>ECD cells/mm²</th>
<th>CCT μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rickmann et al.</td>
<td>with dextran</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.2±0.14</td>
<td>1505±260</td>
<td>544±31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdin et al.</td>
<td>without dextran</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.07±0.12</td>
<td>1514±361</td>
<td>512±38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with dextran</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.2±0.58</td>
<td>1371±414</td>
<td>542±59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This comparison also supports the possible unfavorable effect of dextran on the clinical outcome of DMEK using precut tissue [79].

In contrast to other studies, Parekh et al. evaluated the adhesive and stiffness properties of six DMEK precut tissues using different preservation media [117]. They demonstrated that precut tissues in medium 2 (with dextran) expressed, even after preservation for 4 days, adherent proteins and showed lower stiffness. Moreover, they found an important role for dextran in
preserving ECD before and after preparation of DMEK precut tissue, which suggests that dextran may be suitable for preservation of DMEK grafts before and after preparation [118]. However, Yoeruek et al., who studied 20 corneoscleral rims in organ-culture could not demonstrate any advantages of dextran for the deswelling period in the preparation of DMEK grafts [119].
5. Conclusions

DMEK performed with precut tissue preserved in organ culture medium that does not contain dextran resulted in better visual acuity, thinner corneas and higher endothelial cell density. The rate of repeat keratoplasty was also significantly lower, which might suggest that dextran could have an undesirable impact on the preservation of DMEK precut tissue.

The new regulations of the German Medical Association even allow us to use donor corneas in Medium I without dextran before donor preparation, which might have an additional positive effect on the DMEK graft quality.
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